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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Meteor shower �ux densities and the zenith exponentSirko Molau1 and Geert Barentsen2

1Arbeitskreis Meteore e.V., Abenstalstr. 13b, D-84072 Seysdorf, Germanysirko�molau.de
2University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdomgeert�barentsen.beThe MetRe software was reently extended to measure the limiting magnitude in real-time, and todetermine meteor shower �ux densities. This paper gives a short overview of the applied algorithms.We introdue the MetRe Flux Viewer, a web tool to visualize ativity pro�les on-line. Start-ing from the Lyrids 2011, high-quality �ux density pro�les were derived from IMO Video Networkobservations for every major meteor shower. They are often in good agreement with visual data.Analyzing the 2011 Perseids, we found systemati daily variations in the �ux density pro�le, whihan be attributed to a zenith exponent γ > 1.0. We analyzed a number of meteor showers in de-tail and found zenith exponent variations from shower to shower in the range between 1.55 and 2.0.The average value over all analyzed showers is γ = 1.75. In order to determine the zenith exponentpreisely, the observations must over a large altitude range (at least 45◦).1 IntrodutionThe IMO Video Meteor Network has been developingprosperously in the previous few years. The number ofobservers and ameras grew ontinuously, and so hasthe e�etive observing time and number of meteors ol-leted eah year. By the end of 2011, 46 observers from16 ountries (mainly in entral Europe) operated anoverall of 80 video ameras (Molau et al., 2012). Dur-ing 2011, the IMO Video Meteor Database had grownto over one million meteors (Molau et al., 2012b).Unlike for other video networks, the fous of the IMOVideo Meteor Network is on single-station observations,as this gives no limitation for the loation of the ob-servers. No matter where in the world you are observingand how many ameras there are in your viinity�yourvideo meteor observations are a valuable input to theIMO Video Meteor Network. One reason is, that we donot (only) fous on radiants and orbits. In partiular,the ativity pro�le and interval of meteor showers havebeen analyzed by us reently.2 Limiting magnitude, e�etiveolletion area, and �ux densitiesThe MetRe software, whih is used by all membersof the IMO Video Meteor Network, was been ompletedand extended over many years. Reently, it was ex-tended with the funtionality to measure the limitingmagnitude on-line during the observation (Molau, 2010).The proedure onsists of �ve basi steps (see Figure 1):1. from the video stream, a mean bakground imageis alulated;2. with a high-pass �lter, stars are segmented in themean bakground image;

3. a star map is alulated from the inverse plateonstants and the observing date and time. Itshows whih star is urrently expeted at whatposition;4. the segmented stars are identi�ed by mathingthem against the star map; and, �nally,5. the limiting magnitude is derived from the totalnumber of identi�ed stars. This step is identialto the star �eld ounting in visual observations.MetRe is exeuting these steps in real-time, and thelimiting magnitude is determined and stored every min-ute. Limiting-magnitude determination is the key tomeasure �ux densities, but it is also the most ritialstep of the analysis. It is steered by three parameters(Molau et al., 2011):1. the noise level that de�nes how muh brighterthan the bakground a star must be to be seg-mented;2. the limiting magnitude for the star map; and3. the maximum aepted spatial distane betweena segmented star and a star from the star map.Thanks to the dynamial adjustment of the �rst twoparameters, the alulation of the limiting magnitudeis quite robust for a wide range of meteor ameras withdi�erent harateristis. Still, further improvements areontinuously implemented.One the limiting magnitude is measured,MetRe analulate the e�etive olletion area of a video system.The proedure is as follows (Molau, 2010):1. the angular extent (in square degrees) is alu-lated of eah pixel by determining the equatorialoordinates of the pixel boundaries;
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012

Figure 1 � The lower left image sreen of MetRe shows the segmented stars in the video stream. The lower right imageshows the star map. All stars that are found in the segmented star image are highlighted. The left window informs that175 out of 188 segmented stars were identi�ed, whih yields a limiting magnitude of +5.7.2. from the pixel extent and the observing diretionof the amera, the monitored surfae (olletionarea) at the nominal meteor layer (100 km alti-tude) in square kilometers is obtained;3. the loss in magnitude due to distane to the me-teor layer (relative to 100 km) is alulated; and,�nally,4. the di�erene between the measured and the nom-inal limiting magnitude (+6.5) is transformed intoa redution of the e�etive olletion area (assum-ing a population index of 3.0). That is, if the lim-iting magnitude is only +5.5, the measured ol-letion area is redued by a fator of 3.In parallel to the limiting magnitude, also the e�e-tive observing time and the e�etive olletion area arestored eah minute.To determine meteor shower �ux densities, the e�etiveolletion area has to be spei�ally adjusted for eahmeteor shower, as follows:1. the mean altitude of the meteor layer is alulatedfrom the meteor shower veloity and radiant alti-tude (Molau and Sonotao, 2008);

2. the average population index is taken from theIMO Meteor Shower Working List1;3. for eah pixel, and additional loss in limiting mag-nitude due to the meteor motion is alulated. Itis based on the integration time of the video am-era and the expeted apparent meteor veloityin degrees/seond, whih is transformed to pix-els/frame; and, �nally,4. a orretion fator for the radiant altitude is ap-plied, as the number of meteors observable froma ertain shower dereases the lower the radiantis loated in the sky.Eah minute,MetRe stores for eah shower the num-ber of meteors and the e�etive olletion area. The�ux density is the number of shower meteors dividedby the e�etive observing time and the shower-spei�e�etive olletion area. It represents how many mete-oroids per hour apable of produing meteors brighterthan magnitude +6.5 (in absolute brightness) are ross-ing an atmospheri layer of 1000× 1000 km2.1http://www.imo.net/files/data/alendar/al2013.pdf,Table 5, page 21.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 33 MetRe Flux ViewerThere are two options to proess the �ux data obtainedby MetRe. After manual deletion of false detetions,the updated �ux density data an be uploaded o�-line tothe entral Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO) server.During partiularly interesting nights, the data an beuploaded even in real-time (Molau et al., 2012a).For the analysis, Geert Barentsen has implemented theMetRe Flux Viewer2. It works similar to the vi-sual data quiklook for visual observations3, but it isanalyzing and presenting the �ux data uploaded by theIMO Video Meteor Network members. The web useran selet a shower and then adjust the parameters ofthe �ux display suh as the time interval, the popula-tion, index or di�erent binning riteria. The �ux viewerreates a �ux density plot from the available data, andoptionally a data table.The MetRe Flux Viewer went live in April 2011,right in time for the Lyrids. It beame a big suess,as already this �rst trial led to a high-quality ativ-ity pro�le mathing the visual quik look analysis quitewell (Molau et al., 2011a). Even from the more um-bersome η-Aquariids (mainly observed at low altitudes)or α-Capriornids (with very low ativity), we obtainedremarkably aurate results. However, when it ameto the 2011 Perseids, a supposedly simple ase thanksto the large data set, we were surprised. The overallativity pro�le of the shower looked terri�, but the de-tailed pro�le of the maximum period was a disaster.The data hunks from the di�erent nights did not �tto eah other. Instead of presenting a smooth pro�le,the �ux density grew ontinuously by more than a fa-tor of 2 in some nights, even at the desending ativitybranh Figure 2.

Figure 2 � Detailed �ux density pro�le of the 2011 Perseids.4 Radiant altitude orretion funtionAfter double-heking the alulation routine, it was ob-vious to assume that the odd behavior was linked tothe radiant altitude, whih was inreasing from dusktill dawn as well. As desribed above, the radiant al-titude is one important fator in the alulation of the2http://vmo.imo.net/flx/.3Cf. http://www.imo.net/live/orionids2012 for an example.

e�etive olletion area. In the literature, di�erent or-retion funtions were disussed. A nie introdution isgiven by Rihardson (1999).The base form (Öpik, 1955) is a simple orretion bythe sine of the radiant altitude (or, equivalently, theosine of the zenith distane), negleting the urvatureof Earth. Öpik had tried powers of the sine funtionhigher than 1 before, but ame to the onlusion thatno zenith exponent was neessary. Kresák (1954) usedthe same funtion with an extra orretion term for lowaltitudes (below 10◦). Zvolánková (1983) revived theidea to raise the sine funtion to the power of someempirial orretion fator γ, now dubbed the zenithexponent. From 17 000 visual Perseids, she obtained avalue of γ = 1.47.MetRe ombines the approahes of Kresák and Zvo-lánková, i.e., it uses the base funtion of Kresák, andraises it to the power of the zenith exponent. Sine theorret zenith exponent is not known at this time andmay depend on the meteor shower, a value of γ = 1.0 isapplied by the software, and di�erent values an laterbe set in theMetRe Flux Viewer. For omparison,all orretion funtions are shown in Figure 3.It should be noted that, for zenith exponents γ > 1.0,the expeted meteor ount is signi�antly lower om-pared to the plain sine orretion. This is why �uxdensities (or ZHRs) whih are alulated with a zenithexponent larger than one are higher than those obtainedwithout a zenith exponent (Figure 4).For the 2011 Perseids, we tested di�erent values of γand found empirially that γ = 1.6 redues the vari-ations best (Molau et al., 2011b). Later, we repeatedthe analysis for the 2011 Orionids and obtained a simi-lar value of 1.5�1.6 (Molau et al., 2012a).5 2012 PerseidsAs the data set of the 2012 Perseids was partiularlylarge, we deided to analyze the radiant altitude or-retion funtion in more detail. So far, most analyseswhere done by hoosing a partiular point in time (i.e.,with �xed �ux density), taking observers from di�erentloations with di�erent altitudes, and omparing theirmeteor ount. Alternatively, the observations were �rstnormalized to a mean ZHR pro�le.To exploit the large size of our data set, we used aslightly di�erent approah. First, we took the �ux datafrom the VMO server and reverted the radiant alti-tude orretion that was applied by MetRe. Then,we grouped the individual observing intervals of eahamera by radiant altitude (with 5◦ bin size) and au-mulated the unorreted olletion area and the meteorount for eah radiant altitude bin. By dividing the me-teor ount by the olletion area, we ould alulate theaverage (unorreted) �ux density for eah altitude bin.The data was normalized and �nally averaged over allnights between August 1 and 21, 2012. The resulting
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4 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012

(a) General overview. (b) Detail for low radiant altitudes.Figure 3 � Radiant altitude orretion funtion from di�erent authors, and the funtion that is applied by MetRe, withdetails for low radiant altitudes.

Figure 4 � Radiant altitude orretion for di�erent values ofthe zenith exponent γ.�ux density versus radiant altitude dependeny is givenin Figure 6, (a), alulated from 18 500 Perseids.Our expetation was that, near maximum, nights dur-ing whih the ativity was strongly varying during theobservation (e.g., low altitude bins at dusk would a-umulate lower �ux values than high altitude bins atdawn) should be omitted. That behavior was indeedobserved in the plots of individual maximum nights,but it introdued no systemati deviation in the overallplot. The reason is probably that the inverse e�et forasending and desending branh nights anelled outeah other. Additionally, ameras at di�erent loationsat the same time ontributed to di�erent altitude bins.It also turned out that there was no need to normalizethe ativity of individual nights. The same dependenyfuntion was obtained by simple aumulation of ol-letion area and meteor ount for the same altitude binover all Perseid nights. Even though the ontribution ofindividual nights varied, the overall average graph wasnearly the same.Finally, a sine funtion with di�erent zenith exponentswas alulated and the value γ hosen whih minimizedthe mean squared error to the measured dependeny

funtion. It turned out that a zenith exponent of γ =

1.9 led to a very lose math, as an be seen from Fig-ure 6, (a). Applying that zenith exponent to the originaldata set improved the �ux density graph signi�antly(Figure 5).6 Further showersWe repeated the analysis for further meteor shower thatwe had reorded sine April 2011 (Figure 6).With 10 500 shower meteors, the 2011 Perseids gave abest math with γ = 1.8, i.e., almost the same valueas for 2012. Also in this ase, the estimate was quitereliable, as a large altitude range was overed.For the analysis of the Southern δ-Aquariids, we om-bined 2011 and 2012 observation to obtain a data set of
4000 meteors. We only used European data in this ase,beause the data set from the southern hemisphere wastoo small and introdued systemati deviations. Weobtained a zenith exponent of γ = 1.75, whih is lessreliable, though. If only a few low radiant altitude binsare available, di�erent zenith exponents lead to onlyminor variations in the orretion funtion.The 2011 Orionid data set was large (11 000 meteors)and overed a su�iently wide altitude range. Thus,the obtained zenith exponent of γ = 1.55 is reliable.For the 2011 Leonids, we ould not reate a sensibleplot beause of data sarity. Also, the Geminid plotbased on 1500 meteors shows a lot of satter, whih isa pity, beause the Geminids over the largest altituderange and would be most valuable for this analysis. Thebest mathing zenith exponent of γ = 2.0 must be in-terpreted with are.The Taurids are a perfet shower for this type of anal-ysis as well. They are ative for two months, theyshow only little variation in ativity, they present a widerange of radiant altitudes, and they provide an overalllarge data set. We ombined Northern and SouthernTaurids from 2011 and obtained a mean zenith expo-
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 5

(a) Zenith exponent γ = 1.0. (b) Zenith exponent γ = 1.9.Figure 5 � Flux density pro�le of the Perseid 2012 with a zenith exponent γ = 1.0 (a) and γ = 1.9 (b).Table 1 � Summary of the zenith exponent analysis results for individual meteor showers in 2011 and 2012. Unreliableresults are printed in itali.Shower Year Shower Meteors Altitude range Zenith exponentSouthern δ-Aquariids 2011-12 4 000 0
◦�30 ◦ 1.75Perseids 2011 10 500 20◦�65◦ 1.80Orionids 2011 10 000 5◦�55◦ 1.55Taurids 2011 13 000 10◦�65◦ 1.80Geminids 2011 1 500 5
◦�65 ◦ 2.00

η-Aquariids 2012 500 0
◦�25 ◦ 1.65Perseids 2012 18 500 20◦�75◦ 1.90Antihelion soure 2011-12 8 300 0◦�50◦ 1.65Mean 2011-12 65 800 0◦�75◦ 1.75nent of γ = 1.8 from over 13 000 shower meteors. Eventhough the data set was large, there was still some no-tieable satter at large radiant altitudes.From 500 η-Aquariids of 2012, we obtained a zenithexponent of γ = 1.65. One again, this value is lessreliable beause of the small altitude range.Last but not least, we determined the radiant altitudeorretion funtion for the Antihelion soure, whih isative all year long (exept during the Taurids). Here,we annot simply average over all nights, as systematierrors are introdued. Between November and Marh,when the radiant rises highest in the northern hemi-sphere, we observed a lower ativity of the Antihelionsoure than in summer, when the radiant was low. So,the overall radiant altitude orretion funtion devi-ated strongly from the normal shape. However, whenwe analyzed the intervals February�April and August�September separately with 8300 meteors overall, andthen merged the data, the normal sine funtion with azenith exponent of γ = 1.65 mathed reasonably.Table 1 summarizes the results for the individual show-ers. Figure 7, (a), ombines all data sets in a singlediagram, and shows also the mean values. This averagegraph an be modeled best by a sine funtion with azenith exponent of 1.75, as shown in Figure 7, (b).If we ompare with previous work, Zvolánková, with

γ = 1.47, found a result lose to ours (Zvolánková,1983). Muh loser, however, is Shiaparelli's result;already bak in 1871, he suggested a zenith exponent
γ = 1.6 (Shiaparelli, 1871)!

It should be noted that this orretion funtion is highlylinear between the radiant altitudes of 15◦ and 75◦. So,the radiant altitude orretion ould also be desribedby a linear funtion with a speial orretion term foraltitudes below 15◦ (and probably above 75◦, but thatannot be guaranteed from the existing data set, asthese radiant altitudes were not su�iently overed byour data).7 ConlusionsWe have shown that the dependeny between the radi-ant altitude and the �ux density an be well desribedby a sine funtion raised to the power of some zenithexponent γ.Prerequisite for the aurate determination of the zenithexponent is that a large altitude range (of more than
45◦) is overed. It is possible to ombine data sets fromdi�erent nights with di�erent ativity as long as theaverage �ux density is approximately the same for allaltitude bins.We found strong indiation in this study that the zenithexponent varies between di�erent showers. The averagevalue over all showers that we have analyzed so far is
γ = 1.75.Even when the right radiant altitude orretion is ap-plied, intervals with low radiant altitude should be omit-ted from �ux density displays, sine large orretionfators will introdue large systemati errors.
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6 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012

(a) 2012 Perseids. (b) 2011 Perseids.

() 2011-12 South. δ-Aquariids. (d) 2011 Orionids.

(e) 2011 Taurids. (f) 2011 Geminids.

(g) 2012 η-Aquariids. (h) 2011-12 Antihelion soure.Figure 6 � Radiant altitude orretion funtion for di�erent showers (a) 2012 Perseids; (b) 2011 Perseids; () 2011-12Southern δ-Aquariids; (d) 2011 Orionids; (e) 2011 Taurids; (f) 2011 Geminids; (g) 2012 η-Aquariids; and (h) 2011-12Antihelion soure. Eah graph shows the measured dependeny (retangles), the best orretion funtion �t (blue line)and the relative deviation between the two (red line).
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 7

(a) (b)Figure 7 � (a) Combination of the radiant altitude orretion funtion from individual showers in 2011 and 2012 andtheir average. (b) The average orretion funtion �ts well to a sine funtion with a zenith exponent of γ = 1.75 (redretangles), but an also be �tted by a linear funtion between 15
◦ and 75
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